
Challenge
A non-profit faith based health system was in constant need of registered nurses to help 
support its over 1,700 beds, 60 primary and specialty care clinics and approximately 
1,500 affiliated physicians. As the largest primary care network across Alabama, it was 
important for this health system to fill specialized nursing positions (medical, neurology, 
cardiology, oncology and orthopedics) efficiently and cost effectively. This health system 
used hiring events to host on-the-spot interviews so they could fill numerous positions 
at one time, but they had a hard time filling their events with qualified candidates. At 
most, they were able to attract  approximately 50 eligible candidates to an event at one 
time, which was not enough to fill their hundreds of open positions.

Solution
This health system worked with Katon Direct to develop an innovative marketing 
campaign that would attract candidates to attend their hiring event. Katon Direct 
implemented a comprehensive strategy that provided:

 » Inspirational creatives that generated interest. By advertising significant benefits of 
this health system’s nursing program, including a $15,000 signing bonus, throughout 
event marketing materials, Katon Direct created interest in available positions. 

 » A highly targeted candidate pool. With access to over 99% of healthcare 
professionals, Katon Direct was able to target over 24,000 registered nurses across 
Alabama that were otherwise unavailable to recruiters working for this health system. 

 » Cross-channel marketing. Through direct mailers, telephone conversations, emails 
and personalized landing pages, candidates were able to register for this hiring event 
based on the channels that were easiest for them to use.

 » Consistent engagement with candidates. By delivering impactful messaging over a 
sustained 90-day period, qualified registered nurses gained awareness of the health 
system’s hiring event so that they had time to plan for the event and multiple 
opportunities to register for the event. 

 » Pre-event reminders to ensure attendance. Applicants registered to attend received a 
personal phone call reminder 48 hours prior to the event and a text message reminder 
24 hours prior to the event.

The turnout at our event 
was amazing! We have 
never been able to fill 
an event with so many 
qualified applicants -  
approximately 200 
registered nurses 
attended. Thank you so 
much for your help!”
Sr. Talent Acquisition Consultant 
(Nursing)

A NON-PROFIT BASED HEALTH
SYSTEM INCREASES ATTENDANCE TO 
ITS HIRING EVENT BY OVER 400%

H I R I N G  E V E N T

C A S E  S T U D Y

Benefits
Over 400% increase in event 
attendees 

200+ qualified RN candidates 
attended

160 offers extended

A highly qualified talent pipeline

Reduced cost per hire
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